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Abstract: Oscillating water column (OWC) systems are water power generation plants that transform
wave kinetic energy into electrical energy by a surrounded air column in a chamber that changes
its pressure through the waves motion. The chamber pressure output spins a Wells turbine that is
linked to a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG), flexible devices that adjust the turbine speed to
increase the efficiency. However, there are different nonlinearities associated with these systems such
as weather conditions, uncertainties, and turbine stalling phenomenon. In this research, a fuzzy logic
controller (FLC) combined with an airflow reference generator (ARG) was designed and validated in
a simulation environment to display the efficiency enhancement of an OWC system by the regulation
of the turbine speed. Results show that the proposed framework not only increased the system
output power, but the stalling is also avoided under different pressure profiles.

Keywords: renewable energy; wave energy systems; wave power; marine energy; fuzzy logic control;
reference follower; OWC; DFIG

1. Introduction

Global warming is a subject undergoing intense study nowadays as a consequence of
the pollution generated by fossil fuels. The production of energy is shifting the sources
to renewables which have less CO2 production; this is one of the main greenhouse gases
whose emissions need to be reduced 80–95% by 2050 [1]. According to the Energy Road-
map of the European Commission [2], this objective can be reached provided that renewable
sources will cover at least 40% of the whole production. Despite the fact that photo-voltaic
and wind sources are being focused on in research, hydro-power is still one of the biggest
sources for renewable electricity generation [3]. The latter implies that a turbine propeller
is being moved through water force; however, an alternative is the usage of ocean waves to
cause a propeller movement with air in an oscillating water column (OWC) device.

An OWC consists of a partial submerged chamber where the inside water oscillates
as a consequence of the wave motion, and a turbine moves with the air pressure change
inside the chamber where a generator is linked to the turbine and a power converter. With
regard to the turbine, Wells type is the most used one due to its simplicity, costs involved,
and the fact that energy extraction can be performed at low airflow rates [4,5]. However,
the produced power is nonlinear as it is mainly affected by the wave characteristics [6].

Variable features are not only present in OWC but also in wind turbine generators
(WTG), which are usually linked to a doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG), and, therefore,
the same theories can be used in OWC. DFIGs are used to regulate the output power
through the voltage and frequency control (VFC) in systems that have rapid changes or
variable rotor speed [7,8]. The outcome of a VFC configuration that is connected to the
grid manages a low nominal power (near 30%) [9]. Even though full converters (FC) can
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increase the performance of the overall system [10], the costs of these devices are higher
than a DFIG due to the usage of rare earth materials for its production [11].

The uncertainty demeanor of the waves is dependent on the weather, which implies
that OWC performance can change everyday; this results in a power variance that can
affect the generator output [12]. Furthermore, a main disadvantage of Wells turbines is
the stalling phenomenon that happens at low rotational speeds [13,14]. Both detriments
can be compensated through the use of a control strategy that regulates the rotor speed.
One of the first research studies where the stalling control strategies were investigated
was carried out by Jayashankar et al. [15]; in this work, the rotor resistance was changed
by using different schemes: two resistance change and continuous resistance changing.
Outcomes showed improvements in the reduction of the main drawback. Other classical
strategies such as proportional-integral-derivative (PID) and its variants had also been used
in DFIG systems—for instance, the authors of [16] used a conventional PID contrasted
with a fractional order proportional-integral-derivative (FOPID) for a WTG. In this study,
the results obtained showed a better performance in the FOPID simulation for different
proposed scenarios. However, the PID limitations are related to its robustness which can
be compensated by the FOPID, although its industrialization is still a challenge in terms
of costs [17]. In addition, advanced linear structures such as H∞ have been implemented
in WTG, where the objective was also the speed control [18]; results depicted a suitable
demeanor when coping with uncertainties. However, linear controllers have certain
restraints when robustness is required in a nonlinear system such as a DFIG.

The significance of nonlinear aspects existing in DFIGs are aimed to use controllers that
can counteract with these features. Sliding mode control (SMC) is a classic example of this
type due to its high robustness against the rejection of disturbances and perturbations. The
authors of [19] implemented an SMC on a DFIG system with an exponential reaching law
where the intention was to reduce the chattering. In spite of the improvements achieved,
which were enhanced in comparison with a conventional SMC, the main drawback of the
sliding controllers is the increase of the energy consumption. However, this effect is also
caused due to the unmodeled dynamics which imply that the chattering elimination is an
idealization [20]. Another advanced approach is the usage of artificial neural networks
(ANN) for the tuning of a frequency controller of a DFIG based on weather conditions.
According to the study generated by the authors of [21] with the latter mentioned structure,
the results were contrasted against a fixed gain controller, and significant improvements
were observed. However, one of the main disadvantages of ANN employment for weather
forecasts is that several input variables should be used to obtain a precise result [22].
Another well used structure is fuzzy logic control (FLC) which is known for its robustness
against disturbances and uncertainties for large scale systems as well as practicality in
terms of implementation [23,24]. The usefulness of this technique can be augmented even
to system modeling like the authors of [25] did in their study; in this case, they deduced
a PID based on FLC for a fuzzy linear model. Actually, it is recommended over methods
such as SMC [26]. This framework requires an operator expertise to design and tune the
controller action depending on the needs for the system [27].

In this research, an FLC type-1 was designed and implemented within an airflow
reference generator. This controller has management capabilities that can help to deal with
control uncertainties, operational changes, and disturbances along with the configuration
of internal rules [28]. On the other hand, OWC systems are commonly regulated using the
maximum available energy level of the turbine through a constant reference; however, in
this research, an airflow reference generator (ARG) was designed so that the air pressure
could be tracked at each wave motion. Thus, the designed FLC and ARG were combined
with a DFIG rotor current regulation aimed to control the turbine speed so that the power
extraction could be maximized.

This research paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the OWC plant model,
a rough analysis of the stalling phenomenon, the DFIG model used, and control design.
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Section 3 provides the outcomes of the simulations where the stalling is highlighted. Finally,
Section 4 focuses on the attainments gathered along the development of the research.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. OWC Plant Model

Figure 1 shows a simple diagram of an OWC system. Assuming that the sea waves
are oscillating their height, the air housed in the chamber will behave similarly so that the
kinetic energy and the air pressure will help the turbine to spin. This implies that several
tools from WTG models can be used since the working principle is similar. For instance,
the extracted power Pin is expressed like the following Equation (1) [29].

Figure 1. Schematic graphic description of an OWC.

Pin =

(
dP +

ρv2
x

2

)
vxa (1)

where dP [Pa] is the turbine pressure drop, vx [m/s] is the airflow speed, ρ [kg/m3] is
the air density, and a [m2] is the cross-sectional area of the turbine duct. The expression
consists of two terms where dP is the air–pressure difference in the chamber, and ρv2

x/2
is the air kinetic energy. The speed direction in the chamber fluctuates because, when the
waves increase the flood of the chamber, the inner pressure is increased; on the contrary,
when the water retracts, the pressure is released. Despite the fact that Wells turbines always
turn in the same direction, these are able to carry on moving independently of the airflow
direction [30]. The mathematical model of a Wells turbine is established by the following
expressions [15]:

dP = Ca kt
1
a

[
v2

x + (r ω)2
]

(2)

Tt = Ct kt r [v2
x + (r ω)2] (3)

Tt =
Ct r a

Ca
dP (4)

kt = ρ b n
l
2

(5)

φ =
vx

rw
(6)

q = vx a (7)

η =
Tt w
q dP

(8)
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where dP [N/m2] is the differential pressure, Ca is a power coefficient, Kt [kg ·m] is a
turbine constant, r [m] is the mean turbine radius, ω [rad/s] is the turbine angular velocity,
Tt is the generated torque in the turbine [N ·m], Ct is a torque coefficient, b [m] is the blade
height, l [m] is the blade chord length, n is the number of blades, φ is the flow coefficient,
q [m3/s] is the air flow-rate, and η is the turbine efficiency. Although the aim of this work
is the enhancement of the latter mentioned parameter, it is important to notice that the
whole OWC system efficiency is defined as ηOWC = η · ηh, where ηh is related to the OWC
hydrodynamic efficiency. Further details can be found in the research made by the authors
of [31].

Previous definitions showed that the power and the torque are proportionally related
by the torque and flow coefficients. Figure 2 is an example used from a specific Wells
turbine where several points deserve to be highlighted. The first section begins with the
start-up section until a critical value where φ is near 0.3; this is known as the stall-point
which implies that the relative angle between the tangential velocity and the axial velocity
has a critical value (usually near 14º). As the boundary layer starts to be detached near
the turbine airfoils trailing edge, the performance decreases dramatically as it can be seen
afterwards where the torque coefficient plummets.

In this study, it is assumed that the working range is between the turbine onset and
φopt = 0.29, which is a slight value before the stall occurs. Based on Equation (6), the
rotational speed is defined as following for a speed regulation:

w∗ =
vx

r · φopt
. (9)

Figure 2. Relation between torque and flow coefficient.

On the other hand, the coupling between the turbine and the generator is assumed as
first order dynamics [30]:

Jω̇ + Bω = Tt − γTe (10)

where J is the inertia moment, ω is the turbine rotational speed, B is the viscosity coefficient,
Tt is the turbine torque, γ is a gear ratio between turbine and generator, and Te is the
generator torque. The tracking of the rotational speed is highly dependent on the DFIG
features that should be modeled as well.

A vector control technique is used for the DFIG modeling whose advantage is related
to the stator flux reference frame. This entails that the d-axis is aligned with the stator flux
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linkage and therefore ψds = ψs and ψqs = 0. Hence, based on the electric relations, it can be
expressed based on the research made by authors of [32] as follows:

iqs = −
Lmiqr

Ls
(11)

ids =
Lm(ims − idr)

Ls
(12)

ims =
vqs − rsiqs

wsLm
(13)

Te = −3p
4

L2
mimsiqr

Ls
(14)

vqr = rriqr + σLr
diqr

dt
+ sws

(
σLridr +

L2
mims

Ls

)
(15)

vdr = rridr + σLr
diqr

dt
− swsσLriqr (16)

where:

• iqs and iqs: q-d components for the stator current.
• iqr and iqr: q-d components for the rotor current.
• Ls, Lr, Lm : Inductances of stator, rotor, and mutual, respectively.
• ims: magnetizing stator current considered as constant since the stator resistance sways

in a slight proportion as the stator is linked straight to the grid [8,33].
• ws: angular velocity the synchronous reference.
• vqr and vqr: q-d components of the rotor voltage.

• σ = 1− L2
m

Ls Lr
.

• p: pole numbers.

2.2. Type-1 Fuzzy Logic Controller

The proposed FLC aims to regulate the speed of the turbine using the rotor current
i∗qr as a control signal. One of the main advantages of FLC is the ground of its design that
is based on the user experience of the system to be controlled. In this case, a type-1 FLC
structure was defined where the error and its derivative were, respectively, normalized
with KE and KEd. Thus, these were the inputs to the FLC block, whereas the output was
augmented with a gain Ko to yield a suitable control signal and tracking performance. An
overview of the structure is shown in Figure 3.

Three main steps are related to the FLC block to reach an established control signal.
At first, the normalized error and its derivative face the fuzzifier block that designates the
corresponding membership function based on a criterion with a uniform and overlapped
range between –1 and 1 in triangular shapes. These values had been designated based
on the study made by the author of [34]. Further details about the used membership
functions are exposed in Figure 4. These have been associated with linguistic rules that
have been defined as negative big (NB), negative medium (NM), negative small (NS), zero
(Z), positive small (PS), positive medium (PM), and positive big (PB). The following step is
the inference mechanism where previous linguistic definitions are evaluated according to
if-then type rules formerly established [35]. In this case, the rules were settled according to
Table 1. The last step is the defuzzification where the results previously gathered through
the logic of the controller are translated into numerical values [36]; these were uniformly
discretized between −1 and 1. In accordance with the established linguistic rules and the
output numerical values of the defuzzification, the obtained control surface is displayed in
Figure 5.
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Figure 3. FLC structure.

Figure 4. Membership input functions of the implemented FLC.

Table 1. FLC linguistic rules.

E\Ė NB NS Z PS PB

NB NB NM NM NS Z

NS NM NM NS Z Z

Z NM NS Z PS PM

PS Z Z PS PM PM

PB Z PS PM PM PB
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Figure 5. FLC control surface.

2.3. Simulation Design

Previously described models and controllers have been developed and implemented
with Simulink through SimPowerSystems library from Mathworks. Figure 6 is a schematic
description of the whole OWC structure; in this case, the rotational velocity of the wells
turbine is assumed to be measured by an encoder which provides ω. The FLC provides
a regulated rotor current that is related to the generator torque and velocity; the error is
calculated from the measures ω and the ARG through the chamber pressure.

Figure 6. Diagram of the OWC system with its DFIG and control structure.

It was considered that wave shape behaves with a sine function that is reflected in the
chamber pressure drop and with a period of 10 s (an average value of sea waves [37]), but
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the amplitude has been changed for a lower and a high value. The choice was based on
the stall phenomenon since, in the first case, the turbine operates normally, whereas, in the
second stage, the device operates near the critical point.

A back-to-back converter was established using a rotor side converter (RSC) and a
grid side converter (GSC). The GSC preserves constant voltage of the DC-link and regulates
the reactive output power, which implies that this device allows the power flow between
rotor to stator [38]. The rotor side converter (RSC) objective is to repel fluctuations that
may affect the torque and stator reactive power [39]. The RSC and the GSC are linked by a
filter that aims to decrease the harmonics provoked by the connection [40]. Both sides are
are controlled through pulse–width–modulation (PWM) signals from the current controller,
which are commonly established as PI controllers [41].

The following Tables 2 and 3 provide details about the features used to configure the
physical parameters of the devices.

Table 2. Wells turbine parameters

Properties Values Units

Number of blades 8 -
Turbine torque coefficient 0.7079 kg·m

Turbine radius 0.7285 m
Cross-sectional area 1.1763 m2

Blade height 0.4 m
Chord length 0.38 m

Table 3. DFIG technical properties

Properties Values Units

Stator voltage 380 V
Rotor voltage 190 V

Rated stator current 18 V
Rated rotor current 24 A

Rated speed 1447 at 50 Hz r.p.m.
Rated torque 50 N·m

Stator resistance 0.275 Ω
Rotor resistance 0.325 Ω

Magnetizing inductance 0.0664 H
Stator leakage inductance 0.00264 H
Rotor leakage inductance 0.00372 H

Inertia moment 0.07 kg·m2

3. Results

In this research, simulations were performed considering that the waves can produce
a sine wave pressure drop in the OWC chamber. This physical phenomenon is translated
into a function dP = |A · sin(ωt)| where dP is the pressure drop, A is the amplitude [Pa],
and ω is the angular frequency [rad/s]. The simulations were settled at 750 Pa, 1100 Pa, and
a variable amplitude; values were chosen to highlight situations with and without stalling.

3.1. Simulation Results at 750 Pa

In the first case, the aim was to generate an environment where the flow coefficient is
below 0.3; thus, the amplitude was settled at 750 Pa with a period of 10 s as it is displayed
in Figure 7. Results were compared with a constant reference generator to display the
main advantages of the combination between the FLC and the ARG. Figure 8 shows the
generated power of the turbine at a point before the stalling in the mentioned contrast; the
advantages of the proposed control structure by means of the power generated can be seen.
While the untracked frame produced a mean of 3.03 kW, the tracked structure increased to
4.26 kW, which implies an increment of 40%.
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Figure 7. Low pressure drop profile at 750 Pa.

Figure 8. Generated power at 750 Pa with and without reference tracking.

The same behavior is shown in the flow coefficients of Figure 9. Since it was possible
for this parameter to be preserved for a longer time at its reference of 0.29 with the
implementation of the FLC and the reference tracker, previous improvement in terms of
energy could be reflected.
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Figure 9. Flow coefficient at 750 Pa with and without reference tracking.

The controller capabilities are also possible to be shown at the velocity following,
which is exposed in Figure 10. In this case, the behavior is acceptable since the configuration
performed a suitable tracking even at drastic moments that occurred at lower limits or even
at slope changes at the top of the curves. This suitable performance is also mirrored through
the power increment as it provides the optimum flow coefficient, as it was previously
explained. The control signal that is generated to follow the reference is exposed in
Figure 11 where there is no saturation or drastic changes that can affect a real actuator.

Figure 10. Reference following at 750 Pa.
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Figure 11. Current at 750 Pa.

3.2. Simulation Results at 1100 Pa

As an amplitude of 750 Pa is below the stalling point, another suitable comparison
would be with a higher pressure so that this point is reached with a profile as Figure 12
exhibits. The following results were generated with an air pressure of the same period
but with an amplitude of 1100 Pa that could drive the system to an unstable spot. In the
same way, the power of the generator for the described situation is shown in Figure 13.
At this case, the perception of enhancement is higher because the generated power with
the advance structure overcomes the stalling. Actually, the mean of the power generated
with a tracked reference is 7.9 kW, whereas the untracked produced a mean of 1 kW; this
implies that the performance is almost eight times higher.

Figure 12. High pressure drop profile at 1100 Pa.
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Figure 13. Generated power at 1100 Pa with and without reference tracking.

Figure 14 shows a reflection of the generated power previously described through
the flow coefficient. The combination of FLC and ARG stayed at a value below 0.3, which
increases the performance, whereas the untracked scenario exceeds this limit.

Figure 14. Flow coefficient at 1100 Pa with and without reference tracking.

With regard to the controller, Figures 15 and 16 expose the demeanor. It can be seen
that the tracking performance is suitable like at 750 Pa because overshoots are imperceptible,
and the speed is followed with a proper precision. The control signal that contributed to
this behavior is also reasonable because saturations or noises are absent.
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Figure 15. Reference following at 1100 Pa.

Figure 16. Current at 1100 Pa.

3.3. Simulation Results at Variable Pressure

Waves in the ocean are generally irregular and, for this case, a variable amplitude
profile was generated with the same period as formerly presented, as Figure 17 unveils.
The objective is to show the dynamical performance of the proposed scheme under variable
air pressures. Figure 18, which shows the generated power, is also reflected with the flow
coefficient from Figure 19. When the amplitude is high, the flow coefficient is limited below
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0.3 and the power generated is maximum. As long as the amplitude is decreased, the flow
coefficient stands less time at is maximum.

Figure 17. Variable pressure drop profile.

Figure 18. Generated power at variable pressure with reference tracking.
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Figure 19. Flow coefficient at variable pressure with reference tracking.

The reference tracking that is shown in Figure 20 provides an overview of generator
speed at the different amplitudes. Between 27.5 and 52.5 s, the speed of the generator is
leveled off as it reached the lower available limit. Lastly, the control signal of Figure 21
follows the trend of suitable behavior as previous cases.

Figure 20. Reference following at variable pressure.
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Figure 21. Current at variable pressure.

4. Conclusions

In this study, an advance combination of FLC with ARG was designed and imple-
mented in a simulation environment to increase the performance of an OWC system linked
to a DFIG. These systems, which are used to transform kinetic wave energy into electrical,
are commonly applied with constant reference tracking, but the employment of an ARG
certainly showed significant improvements.

The research also focused on the avoidance of the stalling, a Wells turbine phenomenon
that decays the system performance. The proposed structure displayed an increment of
near 40% of output power when the system works with a flow coefficient value below 0.3
(near stalling). However, the major enhancement is generated when this value is above 0.3
as it was possible to achieve close to eight times more output power. Additionally, it was
shown that, during these situations, the controller was able to track the desired speed with
suitable demeanor and a satisfactory control signal. Finally, a further realistic situation
was simulated with variable pressure amplitude where the outcomes still had a suitable
behavior as the previous results.

Future research aims are intended to use type-2 FLC, which is known for its uncer-
tainties handling capabilities. In this sense, the employment of idealized sine waves might
not be the best option as real wave profiles can be used in order to achieve and tune the
control robustness features. Other controllers such as neural PIDs deserve attention for the
implementation in these systems. Regarding the reference generator, the usage of ANNs
for an advance ARG is another suitable option with the employment of real data.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

OWC Oscillating water column
WTG Wind turbine generator
DFIG Doubly-fed induction generator
VFC Voltage and frequency control
FC Full converter
PID Proportional-integral-derivative
FOPID Fractional order proportional-integral-derivative
SMC Sliding mode control
ANN Artificial neural networks
FLC Fuzzy logic control
ARG Airflow reference follower
NB Negative big
NM Negative medium
NS Negative small
Z Zero
PS Positive small
PM Positive medium
PB Positive big
RSC Rotor side converter
GSC Grid side converter
PWM Pulse-width-modulation
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